Humanitarian Update #100

as of April 26, 2024
Grateful

UCCA is honored to have received this letter of gratitude for the humanitarian aid we delivered to Military Unit A3913.
UPDATE: Medical Assistance

Another 40’ container packed with medical, surgical and orthopedic supplies arrives in Ukraine.

UCCA thanks Globus Relief for its in-kind contribution to help Ukraine!
These medical supplies were delivered to our in-country partner AICM-Ukraine for further distribution to their network of hospitals and clinics serving the frontlines.
UPDATE: Humanitarian Aid

To uplift the morale of the troops, UCCA continues delivering food, hygiene and goodies to those defending Ukraine’s democracy...
... while families of Ukraine’s defenders with little children receive diapers from UCCA this week...
...and dozens of additional boxes of food, medicines and hygiene products were packed and delivered to IDPs.
UCCA contributed to the purchase of the domestically produced Vampire drone. These drones can be used in sheer darkness due to their thermal imaging and have also been used to drop humanitarian aid to isolated villages.
Thanks to your generosity, since the start of the full-fledged invasion, UCCA has delivered over $42 million worth of humanitarian assistance to Ukraine.

UCCA hopes it can count on your continued support.

UCCA prides itself that our aid quickly reaches those in need – nothing is held up in storage and no middlemen – we only work with our trusted and vetted partners.

Always remember, 100% of our contribution is donated directly to assist Ukraine – no monies are used for overhead or administrative costs.